The VLBI USNO 2016A (U16A) solution is part of a work-in-progress effort by USNO towards the preparation of the ICRF3. Most of the astrometric improvement with respect to the ICRF2 is due to the re-observation of the VCS sources. Our objective in this paper is to assess U16A's astrometry. A comparison with ICRF2 shows statistically significant offsets of size 0.1 mas between the two solutions. While Gaia DR1 positions are not precise enough to resolve these offsets, they are found to be significantly closer to U16A than ICRF2. In particular, the trend for typically larger errors for Southern sources in VLBI solutions are decreased in U16A. Overall, the VLBI-Gaia offsets are reduced by 21%. The U16A list includes 718 sources not previously included in ICRF2. Twenty of those new sources have statistically significant radio-optical offsets. In two-thirds of the cases, these offsets can be explained from PanSTARRS images.
INTRODUCTION
The ICRF2 catalog (Fey et al. 2015) is the current realization of the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) since 2010. This paper discusses some of the work done in preparation of the future iteration of the ICRF, the ICRF3. Most of the current improvement discussed in this paper comes from the re-observation of the VCS sources (VCS-II, see Gordon et al. (2016) ).
In the optical domain, the Gaia mission already produced astrometrically unmatched positions of the ICRF2 optical counterparts in its first data release ). In particular, Mignard et al. (2016) investigated the distribution of offsets between ICRF2 and the Gaia Auxiliary Quasar Solution; they found that the bulk of the sources have a scatter of ∼ 1.5 − 1.8 mas in the coordinates for the whole sample and ∼ 0.7 mas for the defining sources. They also found a significant bias of -0.1 mas in declination (in the sense Gaia -ICRF2) for the defining subset.
While the ICRF2 is built uniquely on S/X observations, recent efforts with observations in the K-band give solutions closer to GAIA DR1 (Jacobs et al. 2017) , and are thus already a significant improvement to the ICRF2, even with the limited number of sources observed up to now. This makes the contribution of K-band observations highly compelling for the future of the ICRF.
Many works have discussed the presence of offsets between the radio and optical positions (see for example Assafin et al. (2013) ; Orosz & Frey (2013) ; Zacharias & Zacharias (2014) ). The offsets can give some information on the intrinsic structure of the source, such as the presence of a jet structure . Several papers recently investigated the statistically significant radio-optical offsets using radio positions and the larger secondary solution of the Gaia DR1 catalog (Petrov & Kovalev 2017a; Makarov et al. 2017) . Makarov et al. (2017) investigated the statistically significant offsets between ICRF2 and Gaia DR1 and used PanSTARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) images to find, when possible, the underlying reason; close doubles (actual binaries or chance alignements with field stars), source confusion or extended objects. Knowledge of the large offsets is important as they can complicate the astrometric adjustment of large catalogs to the ICRF (see Berghea et al. (2016) for a discussion of this issue).
This paper discusses the astrometric differences between the work-in-progress toward ICRF3 developed at USNO, called USNO 2016A (hereafter named U16A), the ICRF2, and the Gaia DR1 catalog.
The United States Naval Observatory is one of the VLBI Analysis Centers for the International VLBI Service (IVS) and as such, is responsible for producing Celestial and Terrestrial Reference Frame (CRF and TRF, respectively) products for the community. Here, we present the U16A global solution for the CRF derived using observations that date back to the onset of the astrometric/geodetic VLBI in 1979. Data were acquired at standard wavelengths of 13 and 3.6 cm simultaneously; this allows for accurate calibration of the wavelength-dependent propagation delays introduced by the Earth's ionosphere. VLBI astrometry uses multiple channels within each band and applies a leastsquares analysis method in order to produce precise group delays. Typically, VLBI observing sessions occur over a 24-hour period, which is necessary to separate the parameters for polar motion and nutation. The U16A solution was determined using the CALC/SOLVE software currently distributed by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). For a comprehensive description of the least-squares method used for deriving source positions from group delay observations, we refer to Ma et al. (1986) .
The U16A solution contains a total of 4129 sources, 295 of which are part of the "defining sources" category of VLBI sources. These 295 objects have been observed with the highest number of observing sessions and thus, have the most constrained positions in the solution. There are 2195 sources that are part of the VLBA Calibrator Survey (VCS) as presented in Beasley et al. (2002) , which have since been re-observed. These VCS sources are among the least observed objects in the solution with a median number of observing sessions of only two and therefore, have the least constrained positions. The remaining objects are a mixture of new and other, non-VCS sources. The U16A solution contains 3411 objects from the ICRF2. Three ICRF2 sources are absent from the U16A solution: SN1993J, VELA, and LANA. Table 1 summarizes the different sources and the number of times the objects have been observed. In the next section, we compare the differences in position between the U16A solution and the ICRF2.
Type of source Number
Number of sessions Number of observations (delays)  min median  max min median  max  Defining  295  27  190 4398 104  4376  385497  VCS  2195  1  2  34  12  113  674  Non-VCS  921  1  16 3830  3  214  234292  New  718  1  2  18  3  59  864  Total  4129  1  2 4398  3  111 385497 Figure 1 shows the differences U16A-ICRF2 for both coordinates. We can already notice a clear systematic difference in the declination component. Table 2 gives the median differences in components and absolute offsets. The numbers between parentheses are the confidence intervals of the median, computed with bootstrap resampling (Efron & Tibshirani 1994) , using the BC a (Bias-Corrected and accelerated) intervals (DiCiccio & Efron 1996) with 95% coverage and 20,000 bootstrap samples. The advantage of using the bootstrap here is to i) provide a statistical uncertainty for the median estimator, and ii) compute that uncertainty without assuming any error distribution. We will study the consistency of the U16A formal errors in a later section. Table 2 . Median differences in position in the sense U16A-ICRF2, in µas. The number between parentheses are bootstrap BC a confidence intervals with 95% coverage. The median differences in both coordinates represent the systematic offset between the solutions, while the median angular separation gives a sense of the scatter of the absolute displacement.
The median of the absolute offsets between the two solutions is ∼ 0.3 mas. However the differences are heterogeneous when we consider the different subsets and components. There is a clear difference in declination for the defining and non-VCS sources between the two catalogs, while the VCS subset seems less affected. As noted above, a 0.1 mas Mignard et al. (2016) in a comparison between Gaia AQS and ICRF2. In comparison, the differences in RA*cos(Dec) are much less sharp, and the only statistically significant difference concerns the VCS sources.
The behavior of the offsets with respect to the right ascension and declination is shown on figure 2 , where we only show the trends that indicate a significant, non-linear behavior with respect to the components. The blue line indicates a local robust average, while the green lines represent a 95% confidence interval computed with bootstrap resampling. Details on the statistical method are given in the appendix. One of the main features is a clear negative systematic offset in the declination, mostly affecting the southern declinations for the defining and non-VCS subsets and peaking at δ ∼ -30 deg.
Another distinct, though smaller, feature is a sinusoidal pattern of the right ascension offset with respect to that same coordinate for the defining sources.
Finally, we note that there are four outliers with absolute position offsets U16A-ICRF2 larger than 150 mas in at least one coordinate 1 . These are IVS 0114-211 (offset = 4484 mas), IVS 1936+095 (offset = 1084 mas), IVS 0802-170 (offset = 379 mas), and IVS 1820-274 (offset = 303 mas). These large offsets are likely due to the improved astrometric quality 2 , resulting from an increase in the number of delays from the ICRF2. The ICRF2 contained only 3 delay measurements per source, whereas the present U16A solution includes between 12 and 54 delay measurements per source.
Global rotation and glide between the different frames
It is also of interest to examine whether statistically significant large-scale patterns are present between the three frames. We applied a vector spherical harmonic (VSPH) expansion of the offsets in RA and Dec following the methods outlined in Makarov & Murphy (2007) and Mignard & Klioner (2012) . The VSPH expansion decomposes the offsets into a set of spheroidal and toroidal harmonics; the first degree of which corresponds to a global rotation and "glide", where the last term, coined by Mignard & Klioner (2012) , represents a pattern in which the offsets are all directed to a specific point on the celestial sphere. The VSPH expansion, being formally infinite, is usually computed up to a given degree l max . Which harmonics are statistically significant or useful to describe the data must then be decided. Here we computed the expansion for different maximum degrees (l max = 1...7), and selected the l max which minimizes the normalized Sum of the Squared Residuals SSR/(2N − 2p), where N is the number of sources and p is the number of spherical harmonics considered. Choosing l max on the basis of the BIC criterion (Bayesian Information Criterion, 1 These sources are not present in the Gaia AQS catalog. 2 Only IVS 0802-170 is present in the Gaia DR1 main catalog. It gives a good example of U16A's improved astrometry; its Gaia position being very close to U16A (0.57 mas) compared to ICRF2 (379.24 mas). see Schwarz 1978) gave identical results. Different procedures like cross-validation or bootstrap could also be used for that task. As a sidenote, we take notice that since the VSPH expansion is a useful tool to analyze sky-correlated patterns in astrometry, a deeper consideration of what is the "adequate" l max , weighting the different techniques of model selection, would be interesting.
The computations were made with a weighted least squares solving equation (30) in Mignard & Klioner (2012) up to the maximum degree l max , and taking into account the covariance errors. The outliers were removed by discarding the offsets located at more than 3 × MAD 3 from the sample median. The basic rotation and glide between U16A and ICRF2 are reported in table 3. These are the simplest global offset patterns and correspond to the lowest degree harmonics (specifically, l = 1 with m = 0, ±1). The components of the rotation and glide vectors are obtained from the spherical harmonics using equations (62-63) and (67-68) from Mignard & Klioner (2012) . We do not report the offset patterns corresponding to higher-degree coefficients. The number of sources N sources considered is indicated in the table. The component values shown in the table correspond to a computation using the l max , also indicated in the table.
The rotation and glide components of the offsets between the U16A and ICRF2 positions are shown in Figure 3 , for different values of l max . They do not show a statistically significant rotation (at the 3-sigma level). The main feature is the highly significant glide present in each coordinate, and its large negative z-component is consistent with the negative offsets in declination seen in table 2. These two results also hold for computations using l max = 2...7, and are thus robust in that regard.
Where do the U16A-ICRF2 systematic differences seen in figure 2 come from? A definitive answer is unclear at lmax Nsources Rotation Glide x y z x y z U16A -ICRF2 2 2433 -3 ± 4 -10 ± 4 0.7 ± 3 −19 ± 4 −29 ± 4 −71 ± 4 U16A -Gaia AQS 1 1794 -41 ± 14 −54 ± 12 -4 ± 13 -23 ± 13 60 ± 12 78 ± 11 ICRF2 -Gaia AQS 1 1728 −54 ± 16 −55 ± 14 16± 15 -13 ± 15 88 ± 15 155 ± 14 Table 3 . Components of the global rotation and glide between the catalogs, in µas. The bold font denotes the values with a 3-sigma significance. this point, but as shown by Ma et al. (2016) , similar systematic differences have been linked to observations from stations belonging to the AUST network, which started observing in 2010. The authors showed that removing the observations from the AUST stations -as well as those from the KATH12M or HOBART12 stations -reduced some of those systematic differences. A systematic error in ICRF2 still cannot be ruled out.
COMPARISON OF THE VLBI POSITIONS WITH THE GAIA AUXILIARY QUASAR SOLUTION
Can a comparison with the Gaia positions help in identifying which solution is causing the offsets shown in the last section? In this section we compare the U16A and ICRF2 lists to the Gaia auxiliary quasar solution (Mignard et al. 2016 ) (hereafter called Gaia AQS). In opposition to the Gaia DR1 main catalog, the positions of the quasars in Gaia AQS were computed with the assumption that their proper motions were negligible. The median of the position differences between the two Gaia catalogs is 0.76 mas.
Before investigating the offsets between the catalogs, we can look at the distribution of the Gaia counterparts in RA and Dec. We refer to Mignard et al. (2016) for the problem of the selection of the optical counterparts of the ICRF2 objects in Gaia. Gaia AQS contains 2191 ICRF2 objects (64% of the ICRF2). We matched U16A with the Gaia DR1 main catalog with the same criteria as Mignard et al. (2016) , and partitioned the sky with Healpix (Górski et al. 2005) into pixels of size 53.7 deg 2 (corresponding to Healpix's Nside = 8). We then computed the ratio (number of U16A sources with a Gaia counterpart) / (number of U16A sources) in each pixel. The result is shown in figure 4 . Low values indicate the location where the Gaia counterparts are missing; these are mostly along the galactic plane. Table 4 shows the median differences U16A-Gaia AQS and ICRF2-Gaia AQS. The latter comparison was investigated in detail by Mignard et al. (2016) . We repeat some of their computations for the sake of exploring the improvement intrinsic to U16A. The formal errors of U16A and ICRF2 are displayed in table 7. For comparison, the median formal errors of Gaia AQS are 626 µas (in RA) and 564 µas (in Dec).
Overall, U16A is found to be significantly closer to Gaia AQS than ICRF2. This is mostly apparent for the VCS subset, where the offset has been reduced by ∼ 25 %, compared to just a few percents for the two other subsets. This demonstrates the improvement obtained by the re-observation of the VCS sources. As shown by the size covered by the confidence intervals, the overall scatter is also much reduced; the offset of the 2191 sources has MAD(U16A-Gaia) = 768 (724, 820) µas, while MAD(ICRF2-Gaia) = 1099 (1003, 1190) µas. This is despite a larger scatter in RA*cos(Dec) for the defining sources in U16A. Table 4 . Median differences in position in the sense U16A-Gaia AQS and ICRF2-Gaia AQS, in µas, with bootstrap BC a confidence intervals with 95% coverage. Table 5 shows the median differences between U16A and Gaia AQS limited to sources with ≥ 10 sessions. The positions of these sources are to be considered more precise. All the defining sources met this requirement, while only a few VCS sources did (we did not give any statistics for those). The larger scatter (i.e. the size of the bootstrap confidence interval) observed in RA*cos(Dec) is due to the defining sources, which now account for 262/657 ∼ 40% of this sample. Table 5 . Median differences in position in the sense U16A-Gaia AQS, in µas, with bootstrap confidence intervals with 95% coverage. This concerns sources with ≥ 10 sessions. The statistics for the defining subset are identical to those in table 4, while the small number of VCS sources does not allow meaningful statistics.
Scatter depending on the declination
We investigated the systematic differences of U16A and ICRF2 with the declination, by computing the median slope of the angular separation with the Thiel-Sen method (Theil 1950; Sen 1968) . We should expect to see a negative slope (i.e. larger offsets for Southern sources) due to the greater number of observing stations in the Northern Hemisphere, and the fact that Southern sources are typically observed from the Northern Hemisphere. This last feature results in small spatial sky coverage, which produces elongated uv-plane projections and highly elliptical beam patterns.
The results are listed in table 6 and shown in figure 5 . The subsets have different results. The most important improvement brought by U16A concerns the VCS subset, which has the largest systematic difference in declination. The negative slope is significantly reduced by U16A, as well as its scatter. The defining subset has no statistically significant slope, both in U16A and ICRF2. The non-VCS subset does have a significant negative slope, very similar with U16A and ICRF2. (see table 6 ) is also shown.
Consistency of the U16A formal errors
Since the U16A positions are improved compared to the ICRF2, the U16A formal errors should reflect this improvement and be smaller than their ICRF2 counterparts. We note that the ICRF2 formal errors were inflated (see Fey et al. (2015) ), according to the formula
We show the distribution of the formal errors of U16A (inflated) and ICRF2 in figures 6 and 7. Approximately half of the U16A objects with inflated formal errors < 0.1 mas are defining sources (and almost all the sources in the defining subset makes that cut), the other half corresponds to the 30% most precise non-VCS sources. Table 7 . Statistics of the formal errors of U16A (inflated) and ICRF2 in µas, with bootstrap confidence intervals with 95% coverage. The MAD represents the scatter of the formal errors around their median. than their counterparts in right ascension (both in ICRF2 and U16A). Because of the larger number of VLBI antennas in the Northern Hemisphere, there are many more (and longer) east-west VLBI baselines than there are north-south VLBI baselines. The larger number of observations on east-west baselines is thus reflected by the smaller uncertainties in right ascension.
We show the differences (U16A -Gaia AQS) normalized by their combined errors, i.e.,
for both coordinates in figure 8. Both distributions are similar to normal distributions, as expected. Estimations of the scale of the distributions are σ = 1.071 (computed when limited to the interval [-3.5,3 .5]), MAD = 1.026 for RA, and σ = 1.114, MAD = 1.105 for Dec. The formal errors of U16A in figure 8 are not inflated. If they are inflated, we now have σ = 1.022, MAD = 0.945 for RA, and σ = 1.021, MAD = 0.978 for Dec. Though there are also a small number of large differences not accounted for by the formal errors, we conclude that they -in both U16A and Gaia AQS -broadly reflect the distribution of real errors for the majority of objects.
Global rotation and glide between the different frames
We applied the VSPH expansion to investigate the global rotation and glide between the U16A, Gaia AQS and ICRF2 frames. The results are shown in table 3.
Concerning the ICRF2-Gaia AQS offsets, our results are globally in agreement with the values found by Mignard et al. (2016) . We attribute the differences in the rotation and glide components listed in their table 2 and shown in their figure 14 -which are within ∼ 20 µas from ours -to the different l max , and to the sample selection, caused by different approaches for discarding outliers. In particular we recover the significant glide in the y and z-components between the ICRF2 and Gaia (which holds for all the l max considered). The significant 50 µas global rotation is a weaker result, supported only by l max = 1, 2.
The statistically significant components of the U16A -Gaia AQS offsets are also weaker, in that they are not supported by all the l max considered in this study. If we accept that the 60-70 mas glides in the y and z-components are significant, they are notably smaller than their counterparts in the ICRF2 -Gaia AQS comparison, which corroborate the results found earlier in this paper.
COMPARISON OF THE NEW SOURCES IN U16A WITH GAIA DR1
In this section we turn our attention to the subset of 718 new sources included in U16A. These have not been previously compared to the Gaia positions. See table 1 for more details on these sources. We crossmatched the positions of the new U16A sources with the Gaia DR1 main catalog with a 1 arcsec radius, and obtained 425 unique matches (59% of the new U16A sources subset). The G magnitude distribution of these new sources is shown in figure  9 and is similar to, although somewhat fainter than, the rest of the sources. 12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22 Normalized number G magnitude DVN sources New sources Figure 9 . Distribution of the Gaia G magnitude of the DVN sources (defining, VCS and non-VCS) and the new U16A sources matched with Gaia DR1.
In order to compare the U16A -Gaia DR1 position differences with their formal errors, we computed the separation and the normalized separation X, as in Mignard et al. (2016) , taking into account the correlation between right ascension and declination in both U16A and Gaia DR1. They are shown in figure 10. Since the errors are normally distributed, X should have a Rayleigh distribution. In that case, the statistically expected number of sources with X > 3.67 in a sample of size 425 is less than 0.5. We find 43 sources (10% of the sample) larger than this value. If we inflate the U16A errors, we now obtain 20 outliers (5% of the sample). This is similar to the results of Mignard et al. (2016) with regards to the position differences between ICRF2 and Gaia AQS. Half of the outliers have offsets larger than 150 mas. 
PanSTARRS images
The sources presenting large position differences between ICRF2 and Gaia DR1 were recently investigated in detail by Makarov et al. (2017) using PanSTARRS images. Those large radio-optical differences can frequently be explained by the presence of close companions and extended structures, although a number of sources defy those explanations.
We looked at the PanSTARRS images of all the new 20 sources with normalized separation > 3.67. The results are shown in table 8 in Appendix B, while figure 11 displays three sources representative of the classification in table 8: pair, extended, and no discernible feature. Of the 18 sources present in the PanSTARRS 3pi survey, about two thirds of them show distinctive features helping to explain the large offsets. These features are mostly the presence of a companion to the source (either true companion or chance alignement with a field star) and extended objects. Both features displace the optical photocenter detected by Gaia. 
CONCLUSIONS
We compared the current USNO ICRF solution (U16A) to the ICRF2 and Gaia catalogs. The U16A solution shows some significant differences of size 0.1 mas, and smaller, relative to ICRF2, although no significant global rotation is found between these two frames. While the first Gaia release does not have the precision necessary to resolve these systematic differences in detail, the U16A solution is found to be significantly closer to Gaia than ICRF2 in both coordinates. As mentioned above, those systematic differences in declination observed in the Southern Hemisphere might be caused by observations from some of the VLBI AUST stations since 2010. However, these affect mainly the positions of Southern sources. Since the improvement of the U16A is mostly due to the greater accuracy of its VCS subset -which is the largest component of the catalog, and is disproportionally distributed in the Northern Hemisphere and thus less influenced by the systematic differences -it is not surprising that U16A is still found to be globally more accurate than ICRF2. Finally, with the help of PanSTARRS images, we investigated the large radio-optical offsets that some of the new U16A sources display and found an explanation for two-thirds of them.
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APPENDIX

A. ROBUST NON-PARAMETRIC REGRESSION
The mean curves in figure 2 were obtained by computing the robust equivalent of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator (Härdle & Tsybakov 1988; Hall & Jones 1990) . The classic (non-robust) Nadaraya-Watson estimator (Nadaraya 1964; Watson 1964; Takezawa 2005 ) is a local weighted constant defined bŷ
where x and Y are the explanatory and dependent variables, respectively, and K(u) is an appropriate smoothing kernel (here we used a Gaussian distribution). This estimator is the solution of the least squares problem minimize
The bandwidth h is a free parameter and determines whether the procedure overfits or underfits the real offsets. A robust M-estimator (Huber & Ronchetti 2009 ) for m(x) is obtained by replacing the square with a robust function ψ(u) and solving
where s is a robust scale estimate. We used the Huber function
where the coefficient c = 1.345 is chosen so as to give a 95% efficiency in case the errors follow a simple Gaussian distribution (Holland & Welsh 1977) . The estimatem(x) is obtained as follows:
1. Compute a local scale s, by computing the MAD of the Y i values in an interval around x (say 10 degrees) 2. Solve iteratively for m(x) with Newton's method until a satisfactory convergence is reached
where the initial guess m(x) (0) is the local median of the Y i values.
The choice of the bandwidth h is crucial and is usually computed by using cross-validation, i.e. by finding h that minimizes
wherem(x) (−i) is the estimate computed by omitting the i th source. Here the cross-validation step is robustified by using a sum of absolute values instead of the usual sum of squares (Leung 2005) .
The curves corresponding to the confidence intervals in figure 2 were computed using wild bootstrap resampling (Liu 1988; Mammen 1993) . The non-parametric regression curve, computed as described above, gives the residuals 
where the ε i follow a Rademacher distribution (see Flachaire (2005) )
This amounts to randomly changing the sign of the residuals with respect to the mean curve. A number of wild bootstrap samples (200) were computed for each mean curve, and the estimatorm(x) was computed for each of the samples. The distribution of the resulting estimatorsm * B (x) with B = 1, ..., 200 is then used to compute a 95 % confidence interval at each point x i .
B. U16A NEW SOURCES WITH STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT RADIO-OPTICAL OFFSETS WITH GAIA DR1
